ADDING INTERACTIVITY TO
MICROSOFT TEAMS WITH AVOCOR
As organizations face the challenges of bringing remote teams together, Microsoft Teams has emerged
as leading platform for collaboration and productivity with more than 75 million users and growing
worldwide. Microsoft Teams offers a streamlined communication interface to accelerate collaboration
for teams efficiently and delivers the integration of Microsoft 365 applications in a secure environment.
Adding an Avocor interactive display as a meeting room or home office endpoint enhances Teams
meetings because it enables all the functionality of a meeting room in a digital format, making content,
annotations and edits easy to see and share, no matter where your team is located. Delivering superior
touch technology, your Avocor display can easily integrate with calendars, enables touch-to-join,
instant content sharing, always-on readiness and now interactive whiteboard within Microsoft Teams.
And to create a Microsoft Teams Room (MTR), Avocor offers the world's first and only display to be
certified for Microsoft Teams. Bringing a new dynamic to your Teams meeting room experience allowing
in-room users to collaborate real-time using tools, such as Microsoft Whiteboard, the AVW-6555 WCD
provides every team member an immersive experience that is the closest to everyone being in the same
meeting room.

With certified Teams hardware from Logitech, Lenovo, Poly and HP, pairing with an Avocor
AVW-6555 to create an MTR, which enables team members to quickly and easily join Microsoft
Teams meetings, make calls and seamlessly share content all from an intuitive touch screen console
device sharing to a large format display.

Ideal for the focus room, the Avocor WCD features Type-C connectivity, enabling teammates to
simply connect their laptop with a single cable to not only drive the content, audio and camera but
also deliver Ethernet and power to the laptop, eliminating the common frustrations around trying to
connect to the right source, allowing for seamless BYOD and BYOM.

For more information or to book a virtual or face-to-face demonstration
contact us on meet@avocor.com

